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Beginn der Sitzung: 19:15 Uhr

TOP 1: Begrüßung und Feststellung der Beschlussfähigkeit //
Welcoming and establishing the qourum
Es sind 22/27 Mitgliedern anwesend, Beschlussfähigkeit ist gegeben.

TOP 2: Beschluss der Tagesordnung // Resolution of the agenda
Vivien Pejic (SDS): Ich möchte vorschlagen alle Protokolle zu vertagen. Ich hatte immer noch keine
Zeit die zu bearbeiten.
Sönke Beier (BFF): Keine Gegenrede, aber nächstes Mal wirklich darüber abstimmen.
Vivien Pejic: Zu Sönke: Wir müssen sie irgendwann mal beschließen, aber es gibt keinen Nachteil
daraus dies später zu tun. Ist mir lieber als Protokolle zu beschließen, mit denen wir nicht zufrieden
sind. Bei der Diskussion um GePo und Antira fehlten viele Redebeiträge.
Philipp Okonek (BFF): Ich habe euch eine Skizze für Ausschreibung des Rechnungsprüfungsausschuss
geschickt. Kommt das auf die TO?
Vivien Pejic: Wo hast du das hingeschickt?
Philipp Okonek: Ans Präsidium, geht gleich an alle.
Vivien Pejic: Fehlt der Antrag von Pangea vom 13.01.?
Anne Haußner (Grüner Campus): Es ging mehr um die Hochschulgruppen, dass diese sich bezüglich
der Angelegenheit melden. Das war kein Antrag.
Jessica Obst (UP.rising. Präsidium): Die Deadline war zudem der 15.01., deswegen lohnt sich das
nicht in Sitzungsmappe.
Vivien Pejic: Did not see the Deadline. Mails were often very late. Can the Präsidium do anything
about that?
Anne Haußner: I will ask Selina, if it is still possible to join.
Marie Schwarz (GHG, Präsidium): Vivien was wondering because the mail was late. We apologize for
that. We will check the mails more often.
Abstimmung der Tagesordnung: 19 Ja/0 Nein/2 Enthaltungen
Die Tagesordnung ist damit angenommen.
1. Begrüßung und Feststellung der Beschlussfähigkeit / Welcoming and establishing the quorum
2. Beschluss der Tagesordnung und Bestätigung der Protokolle vom 24.11.2020, 03.12.2021 und
11.12.2021 / Resolution of the agenda and confirmation of the protocols
3. Berichte / Reports
3.1. StuPa-Präsidium

3.2. AStA
3.3. VeFa
3.4. weitere Berichte / Further reports
4. Gäste / Guests
5. Wahl des Allgemeinen Studierendenausschuss / AStA Election
6. Anträge / Applications
6.1. Änderung der AStA-Struktur / Change in the AStA Structure (Die Linke.SDS)
7. Initiativanträge / Initiative applications
7.1. Unterstützungsschreiben für kostenlose Menstruationsartikel an der UP / Letter of
support for free menstrual items at UP (Viviane Triems, Alina Haak, Richard Wendt, Luzie
Freitag, Gero Gewald, Ehizode Irefo, Noah Leichner, Sönke Beier)
7.2. Unterstützungsschreiben „Purple over Night” / Letter of support „Purple over Night”
7.3. Stellungnahme zu Präsenzprüfungen an der UP / Statement on presence examinations at
the UP (Aron Hävernick, GHG)
7.4. Arbeitskreis “Autonomes Referat für studentische Beschäftigte” / Working Group
"Autonomous Department for Student Employees“ (Tilman Kolbe, Die Linke.SDS)
8. Sonstiges / Other matters

TOP 3: Berichte // Reports
Top 3.1: Berichte des StuPa-Präsidiums // Reports from the StuPa presidency
Moritz Pleuse (Jusos, Präsidium): AStA has problem to know when to send Rechenschaftsberichte.
Should be sent to the ordinary sessions.
Marie Schwarz: AStA isn’t here so maybe later again.
Point of order by Vivien Pejic to switch the points AStA Structure and AStA Election on the agenda.
Vivien Pejic: We should first talk about the structure and then about the election.
Nobody speaks against.
Point of order is accepted.

Top 3.2: Berichte des AStA // Reports from the AStA
Verschoben bis der AStA anwesend ist. // Postponed until the AStA is here.

Top 3.3: Berichte der VeFa // Reports from the VeFa
Keine Berichte // No reports

Top 3.4: Sonstige Berichte // Other reports
Sara Meyer (BEAT): The working group for English in StuPa met for the first time. Only three people
were there. We started translating the Satzungsordnung of the StuPa. We will start with other
regulations in the next weeks. The next meeting is on Friday on 7:30 pm.
Marie Schwarz: Maybe you have also an idea with the grammar in the protocols.
Sara Meyer: We talked about this. We will send an application regarding this topic. We want to
assign a person from the stupa to translate and give them an Aufwandsentschädigung. If people from

StuPa ignore the plea to speak English, the person will be responsible for translating in the chat.
What is your opinion?
Marie Schwarz: I think, it is a good idea.
Tilman Kolbe (SDS): I want to inform you, what is happening with the semesterticket now. Last
Thursday, I signed the semesterticket contract. The VBB was not able to send it via Mail. There were
some concerns from the university last week because of the higher price, but we negotiated to get
that money back from the state of Brandenburg. I have figured that out at least. The money will
come from government, but that will be quite complicated. Unfortunately, the university decided
that the signatures from the VBB are not enough so the Rückmeldezeitraum is delayed. We try
everything to get the missing signatures from ViP and S-Bahn as soon as possible. The ViP will sign
today or tomorrow. We try to figure out, who would be able to start it. We have the signature from
the head company. The chancellor is careful about the topic and wants to wait. We are not sure
when the Rückmeldezeitraum starts. It would be okay but a quite short Rückmeldezeitraum. This will
be topic in the university presidency meeting tomorrow. Hopefully, you do not have to pay the 10€
for delayed payment. In the end it is going to work out somehow.
Philipp Okonek: We are member of the fzs but we are not on the mailing list. The Präsidium could
ask the chair of the fzs to get on that list.
Marie Schwarz: Good idea. I asked Jonathan to say something on the fzs today, so maybe we can talk
later about that as well.
Philipp Okonek: Is that the point, where we wanted to talk about RPA text? Basically, it is the same
text as in 2019. But more information is needed, as well as changes in the deadlines. I deleted the
seminar, but it is said, that people with experience would be preferred. The limits for the work are
not defined. We have to take a close look on that while electing.
Tilman Kolbe: What do we want to do? The Präsidium prepares and we will decide?
Marie Schwarz: The Präsidium will write a text and the StuPa will check it.
Tilman Kolbe: Thank you Philipp. I am not sure, if students know what the actual work is. I am
worried, that they do not know what is going on. Maybe we can send last year’s report, so they know
what must be done. I think, we need to provide more information.
Marie Schwarz: Maybe we could do it in a pad like the AStA Ausschreibungen. I do not know what
the RPA has to do.
Marc Rosenau (UP.rising): We can use Philipp’s text as a baseline and you can give a deadline till
when stupa member can write something.
Tilman Kolbe: That sounds like a good idea. Maybe you can send the link of the protocol.
Philipp Okonek: We can just link the report itself and look on important paragraphs. Most of us do
not know much about it, we should ask the finance department.
Vivien Pejic: We have to talk to the seminar anyways. Maybe they can help the new persons.
Tilman Kolbe: About the compensation: 3200€ is a lot of money. How much was it last time for the
people who were responsible?
Philipp Okonek: Normally it was a few hundred Euros for the people who wrote the report. This
should compensate the work before writing the report this year.

Marie Schwarz: We will send a pad tomorrow. You have one week time to respond, then we will
send the mail. For the AStA: We just talked about the mail for the RPA. We will make a pad with the
text and everybody can add information or change it. Moritz mentioned your reports. It would be
good when they come for ordinary sessions on the Monday before.
Clara Margull (AStA): About the exam situation: We discussed it. We sent out a mail to all students
and had many replies with long texts. We are taking care of them and collect them. We will speak to
Musil on Friday to discuss alternatives. We will also contact Günther. A small goal is that the website
for corona is more structured. We will see what is going to happen on Friday. Many students told us
their problems and we have a lot on hands to put pressure to the university.
Vivien Pejic: Maybe we could go on with further reports first? Last week, the new year’s event took
place online. I did not have the chance to watch it. We had a working group to exclude the AFD. I
asked whether they are invited. This year Günther asked the Verfassungsschutz about that topic. The
Verfassungsschutz said, that they are right wing extremists so he will not invite them anymore. I
think it is weak to just base it on the VS. The university should clearly say that there is no place for
right wing people. But it is okay that the president is somehow trying to work that out. Last year, we
had the question on a report on that topic. Now we have time until next year. Another topic: Nouli
and BEAT had invited for an extraordinary session last week and the Präsidium had no time. We need
a regulation on that. We have the right to have extraordinary meetings. It is important that we
always have time to meet as a stupa. We should respect that.
Marie Schwarz: Maybe it is better to first speak with the Präsidium. It was just one week that was full
for us.
Marc Rosenau: It is the 9th extraordinary session. And it was the first time the Präsidium did not have
time. It was the first time that happened. I do not see the problem here.
Vivien Pejic: It is the 9th session of the parliament. It was the first time but it was very important. I
totally understand that the presidency do not have time. A session I find important cannot take place
but a session I found unimportant took place in December because it was from another political
group. In my opinion there could have been solutions. Also to Marie: Sure we could talk to you but
we mentioned a session next week. Many members left the session. You knew that it would follow
an extraordinary session. The members of the presidency left the last meeting because the topic was
not important for them.
Marie Schwarz: Now it is not the room for that.

Top 3.2: Berichte des AStA // Reports from the AStA
Jonathan Wiegers (AStA): I have an update on the thread of the president against the AStA because
of the lawer for the 51€ campaign, regarding the StuPa-Beschluss from October. He wants to thread
us because we are supporting people who fight against the illegal Rückmeldegebühren. We sent a
strong answer today, that president is not in the rights. It is a clearly political threat. I think it is
scandalous. It is really a shame. This will be topic in Brandenburg state politics. Concerning fzs: There
will be an increase of individual study time for the winter semester. Everybody will get an extra
semester on the Regelstudienzeit. We will write to all students, so they know about that. There will
be a meeting concerning presence exams, Corona finances and technical support for people with no
money. The conference on that will take place tomorrow. The BrandStuVe will elect a new speaking
council. I will definitely apply for that. I look forward to start the dialogue process again concerning
university law and science and research.

Jasper Wiezorek (Jusos): Thanks for the big report. Good luck for your second application. We stand
behind the AStA concerning the letter from the president. I do not see where he tries to frighten you.
Jonathan Wiegers: The letter is a political statement and a scenario of thread. On 7th of January, the
university got the letter for the lawsuit, it is a direct action on that. It is not directly in the words but a
thread itself. He is going into our legal autonomy. Philipp asked about the idea to put stupa members
on the fzs list. I think it is a great idea, I support that.
Katherina Kraft (AStA): We are now planning the 8th of march with other groups. There will be group
actions and a demonstration on 7th of march with DJanes and lots of speeches. We have a new way
with Babelsberg and Schlaatz. Stops will be at Kuze, femarchiv and Rechenzentrum. The
demonstration will take place nevertheless during corona with DJanes and speeches to make sound
in the city. If there are feminists to join, they are welcome to do so. In the university there were
sexual harassments from lecturers. We had different meetings, e.g. with Christina Wolff. She has a
blacklist for lecturers. That are people who are still at the university. Now, through online
scholarship, there are even more problems. There will be a campaign about that topic. Also, there
was a conference from queer and feminists departments in Germany. The goal is to make it possible
to have one professional person for that problems. We want to create a working group; I will send a
mail then. We have a lot of shitty lecturers who are doing like they want to. It is a huge problem, we
want to get more attention for that. Other topic: Teilzeitstudium: There is one scandalous case
where we wrote a statement. Wanting Hartz4 is not a reason, even if she is an alone mother. We
want to reach that the university changes its behaviour on that. I have a lot of ideas. I asked FSRs to
work on that and if there Fach does not allow part time studies.

Top 4: Gäste // Guests
Florian Franke (Gast): I am from Speak.UP. Katherina invited me. I just want to take a look on stupa
work.

Top 6: Anträge // Applications
Top 6.1: Changing the AStA Structure
Estelí Garcia (AStA): I want to make clear that we need the support from a third member in the
department. I really need a German speaker; I already feel overwhelmed. I really support having
some support. If its Eda that would be great, but another person would be fine too.
Vivien Pejic: We talked about that topic in a lot of detail in the last session and Estelí also mentioned
that we have two English speaking people, but it is important that people have a person who speaks
a language they feel comfortable with. There is already one issue. We have a lot of important
regulations and formal stuff. If there is only a German version, they need someone to translate. They
need help to stand for themselves and that is a problem if nobody understands them. Would be
important to have the third department. Angelo said: difficult process for election, lot of work leigh
down. Lot of workload on the department. I think regarding workload and to protect people a third
member would be important.
Noah Leichner (AStA): You got mails from gender politics department regarding the election for the
second position in Antira. We knew about the problem and we were right. It is 2 month later and the
Antira department does not work.
Nahida Zarin (AStA): Right now, I am working on legal counselling for people affected by racism.
There is no permanent employee for antiracism. Regarding the third position: Every student should

have the possibility to get elected. The vacancy should be announced, whether Eda is elected in the
end or not.
Sönke Beier: Idea with the cooperation with adb is supported by Jusos, UP.rising and BFF. Nahida
and Esteli, don’t you think that is a solution for the problem with the German language? Do you need
a person to help with the political work in the AStA?
Nahida Zarin: We can convert E-Mails from English to German. At the moment, there is no problem
for me. But that is just my opinion.
Noah Leichner: To answer to Sönke: It is not about counselling. There are questions which cannot be
answered by persons who do not speak German. It is a lot of extra effort and extra work to translate
everything. Things like emotions will get lost in translation. Estelí mentioned she is overwhelmed. If
there will be another counselling job, consider how long that would take to fill the position. Right
now, it is the job for the Antira department.
Dulguun Shirchinbal (Grüner Campus): It is great to hear that some lists support a certain idea. Now
it is time to hear to the black people in StuPa. Look at the current situation of the AStA. Now,
suddenly, there is a new idea for consultation which is great. As you all know those processes take a
long time. That is valuable time we will lose. The most logical solution is to elect a third person. It is
right, candidates have to go through the election process. The vacancy was announced twice, if there
is an application, the StuPa must consider it. My suggestion would be to go with both, elect a third
person and have a counselling. Keep in mind we are working with people who are affected by
racism.
Tilman Kolbe: In general, having a cooperation is a good idea. We had that cooperation with the adb,
I am not sure why it ended but there were problems. I am not sure what it was. There was a reason
we ended it. It would be good to talk to people from back then, Fathia for example. It is still
necessary to find someone to help right now. For the cooperation, there would be a German person
too. Eda had a good application; I have no doubts on her. There was a publication of vacancies twice.
Last time Angelo told me that he is doing translations for the department. We should improve the
work of Antira.
Moritz Pleuse: The last elections took too much time. The last announcement showed us that there
were much more people interested in the department. Every student should have the opportunity to
write an application.
Asya Mzee (AStA): I want to voice my support for a third person in Antira. Sometimes meaning is lost
by translations. Best example: Jasper decided to express himself in German because he felt more
comfortable with that.
Martin Nguyen (SDS): I do not know what the concrete problem is the third person with. Elections
were in October. Since then, the department was not able to work. I do not understand what you
mean by political work. Rasan has done much of that work. I do not understand why Eda is not a
person from the middle of the students. You blocked this the whole semester. Start Actions now.
Nahida Zarin: Everyone has the right to participate.
Jonathan Wiegers: I highly support a third person in Antira. Because of Corona many counselling
places from the city are closed now. It is important to take action now. Persons who are affected by
racism need help now and do not speak English. They do not have time to survive in a lifelong
process. We have Eda. Eda is well educated. It takes time to elect someone. We should get the view
of people who are affected.

Dulguun Shirchinbal: You wrote it out in September and November. Who is still interested will keep
track if there are new open positions. The Stupa does not have the obligation to announce every
vacant position. One can apply every time. I want to emphasize for the time lost by not making the
antiracism department fully functional. In respect on Angelo who has helped. There are actions that
go further then writing emails. I am surprised you want to wait longer. It is time to look at your
positions and what you are deciding on.
Marc Rosenau: First I want to say that I fully support Nahidas position. I also see the need for a third
person, but this person must have the chance to apply. To Martin: Questions from Sönke was if
German is only needed in consulting or in political work too. Regarding Noah: Why is there a
communication problem in AStA? Shubham had no problems, now there are problems. I do not
understand that.
Johanna Lagemann (AStA): For me it is a lot of work because we have no second person in my
department in the AStA. I would appreciate another write out.
Florian Rumprecht (AStA): Marc, why Shubham was not a problem: He asked a lot of people when
he started a new project. He was lucky having a lot of people helping him, but that is not the case
now. I hope you understand. It is always a balance. It is a real problem. We can try to pragmatically
solve it. An optimal procedure will take much longer, the also good solution is shorter. Pessimistic we
have a new person in 3 months. Traditionally, the StuPa board is responsible for announcement, but
every student can apply for every session. It is a question of communication.
Vivien Pejic: I agree with Florian and many persons. I want to hear why waiting still makes sense.
Jasper Wiezorek: To Florian: I want to suggest a compromise: We will do a public announcement but
only for one week. It is the job of the lists to get in touch with candidates. This will be a delay of 5
working days with a short announcement.
Marie Schwarz: To Nahida: Are you in favour of 3 persons in the department?
Nahida Zarin: I am in favour of a third person but should be publicly announced.
Marie Schwarz: We could write to the old applicants, waiting for answers till Friday and then do the
election. I do not think every student always checks for free positions in the AStA.
Sönke Beier: Ich stelle einen Änderungsantrag: Das Antira-Referat wird in der Struktur auf drei
Personen erhöht, die dritte Stelle wird vor der Wahl allerdings erst ausgeschrieben. Dies sollte so
schnell wie möglich passieren, können auf nächster Sitzung wählen.
Point of order by Sönke Beier to close the speakers list.
Dulguun Shirchinbal: (Counter Speech) I do not need to explain, I am just against.
Voting on the point of order: 13 yes/8 no/3 abstentions
Accepted, the speakers list is closed.
Katherina Kraft: I would understand all this promoting stuff if there was not a great candidate. I still
wonder what the concerns against her are. I do not understand you Nahida, I have overthrown my
limit for that problems because my department is linked. There is this perfect candidate Eda. It is a
gift to have her. She is speaking German but is not a German native. She is a migrant. She lived a lot
of years in Turkey and knows how it is to be “fremd” here and to be a member of the society. It is
important that she is speaking Turkish. I do not understand why we do not just take her. She is well
educated. She immediately joined our groups for 8th of march and purple over night. She is just

perfect. I do not understand. Some people do not understand the problem. I am interested in what is
your point against Eda. Nahida is a great candidate for international.
Martin Nguyen: Wir schreiben dann zum 3. Mal aus. Wir haben die Leute bereits erreicht, man kann
sich jederzeit bewerben. Wir haben Eda, die voll gut und qualifiziert ist. Der AStA spricht sich dafür
aus. Das StuPa hat es einfach ignoriert. Eine Briefwahl würde wieder ewig dauern. Es ist eine krasse
Hemmschwelle, wenn man nicht auf Englisch seine Emotionen ausdrücken kann. Lasst uns das jetzt
abstimmen und Eda wählen. Ihr wollt doch das Referat blockieren.
Dulguun Shirchinbal: Filling in the position is possible. We do not need to announce it. It clearly says
if it is not possible to fill a department. We are talking about bureaucracy over students’ needs.
There is the need for a German speaking person. People like me are telling you that we need one
person. We warned you about the problems, but why are we taking so long to solve that problem?
Maybe we should take a break.
Philipp Okonek: Is it planned to announce the vacancy in the international department? Shubham
stepped down after announcements. Maybe some international students are more interested in the
international department. It is a good idea to shorten the time in the announcement.
Vivien Pejic: I am still against the advertisement. It is funny Philipp, you mentioned to limit the time.
There is no need to advertise it. I do not see the connection with the international department. We
already said that advertisement is only needed for vacancies but not needed now. In fact, it will be
only a new structure and people can apply every time. On what Moritz was talking about that it was
too much effort to make two advertisements: The students are far more important. I was in the
StuPa presidency too. You should step back when you do not have enough time. We have a great
applicant and the possibility to elect her without voting. To Marie: That is a thing between Nahida
and Eda. Eda has good political knowledge and knows the structures. You saw the problem coming
and had not any plan. I said it two weeks ago too that in December I did see the need to put the
structure on three persons. That is why Noah said we told you so. What I want to say is that you
should try to understand those structures because you are privileged. At the beginning we talked
about counselling. Both combined would be the best solution. AStA for political context. All in all, we
had so many discussions, I am glad that you see the need. The third person is urgently need.
Asya Mzee: Couple of things: Everybody has his/her own opinion. I think it is important to consider
the workload of the AStA people. Save yourself time and stress. It would be easiest to vote for
somebody who is already in position. Many discussions in the chat were difficult for me.
5 minutes break
Begin: 22:02
End: 22:07
Voting on the changes in the application by Sönke (Abstimmung über Sönkes Änderungsantrag): 11
yes/10 no/2 abstentions
The change is accepted.
Jasper Wiezorek: Is a shorter time for the announcement possible?
Moritz Pleuse: Yes
Voting on the application to change the structure with changes by Sönke: 20 yes/0 no/0
abstentions
Changed application accepted

Top 5: AStA Election
Vivien Pejic: Has Eda sent in her application? Was Boyana invited?
Marie Schwarz: Not yet. Boyana was not invited since her application came in yesterday.
Sönke Beier: Point of order to postpone the AStA Election.
Vivien Pejic: (Counter Speech) It would be respectless because Eda wrote her application now. Not
making the election is unrespectful. We have a problem now. Eda is a strong candidate.
Voting on the point of order to postpone the AStA election: 10 yes/11 no/1 abstention
The election is not postponed.
Tilman Kolbe: Eda wrote an application a minute ago. Two people are applying right now. I am very
much in favour of getting Eda elected. I want to have a conversation with the person for the
international department. Maybe we can talk with this person next week. When we sent out an
announcement, then we can talk about that applications too. We have an election starting
tomorrow. There are vacancies where nobody applied.
Vivien Pejic: Regarding Micha’s question in the Chat: Application was to publicly announce it. But the
topic is on the agenda right now. It does not exclude itself.
5 minutes break for the presidency
Begin: 22:28
End: 22:33
Moritz Pleuse: We are starting the election tomorrow. We will also send out an announcement for
one week. We want to talk about the statement on the presence exams next.
Vivien Pejic: Great that the structure was “einstimmig”. It is also a message we are sending out that
we see the need to fill out this position. Ragarding the application of Eda: Has anybody any concerns?
Sönke Beier: Verständnisfrage: Danach mein Antrag? Der ist nicht so lang, das dauert maximal 10
Minuten.
Marc Rosenau: Regarding Vivien: I am a bit concerned; we will have a public announcement for 7
days. Then we will have new applications and another vote.
Point of order by Vivien Pejic to elect Eda for antiracism without voting.
Moritz Pleuse: We have in fact two candidates, Moha wrote after the last election that he still wants
to candidate.
Martin Nguyen: She applied when old positions were vacant. Vivien just wanted doubts about Eda
not the procedure.
Linus Beyer (UP.rising): I am against the election without voting.
§15(2) 16. StuPa GO: Someone spoke against so an election without voting is not possible.

Top 7: Initiativanträge // Initiative applications
Top 7.1: Unterstützungsschreiben für kostenlose Menstruationsartikel an der UP /
Letter of support for free menstrual items at UP
Voting on talking about that application: 20 yes/ 0 no/ 0 abstentions
We talk about that application.
Sönke Beier: In general, we want to call our university management for free hygiene product. It is at
other universities, like Scotland and Merseburg, already the case. There are many reasons for why
free products should be offered. Having the period is like going to toilet where you need toilet paper.
Toilet paper is provided so it is not understandable why there are no free hygiene products. These
products are very expensive for a person who is affected. The society should show be solidarity. And,
probably, a still tabued subject could be more public.
Vivien Pejic: I do not have the application in front of me. Is it speaking of hygiene articles? Maybe
change that? You should not compare menstruation with going to the toilet.
Sönke Beier: Ich hatte gerade kein besseres Wort auf Englisch. Im Antrag steht Menstruationsartikel.
Warum ich das verglichen habe: Denke, wenn wir alle menstruieren würden, wäre es keine Frage, ob
es diese Produkte gibt. Es ist ein Notfall wenn man die Tage hat. Wenn wir das alle hätten, wäre das
keine Diskussion wert. Nur ein Teil von uns hat das Problem. Möchte damit nur sagen, dass es für die
Personen, die nicht menstruieren, kein Vorteil ist, diese nicht zu bekommen, aber alle die sie
brauchen, müssen sie bekommen.
Dulguun Shirchinbal: Thank you for the application. Just an addition to Vivien’s Point: Menstruation
should be named as such. Menstruation is not a problem. I have a question: I would be worried
about the brand. It is a serious topic that does not get talked about enough. Also, there should be
information about TSS and menstruation cups. People should know more about that.
Marie Schwarz: Vivi from GHG spoke with Einhorn which is a brand from Berlin.
Voting on the application: 20 yes/ 0 no/ 0 abstentions
The application is accepted.
Point of order by Moritz Pleuse: Talking about the application regarding presence exams next.
Nobody speaks against.

Top 7.3: Stellungnahme zu Präsenzprüfungen an der UP / Statement on presence
examinations at the UP
Voting on talking about that application: 18 yes/ 0 no/ 0 abstentions
We talk about that application.
Aron Hävernick (GHG): Persons from all lists wrote on this application. There was another mail from
the university where they said they want to do exams in presence. I think it is very necessary to speak
against that. I hope there is not so much need for discussion.
Johanna Lagemann (AStA): I want to thank the persons who wrote on that. I was the person who
initially asked for the statement.
Vivien Pejic: Thank you from me to everyone who worked on that. The SDS also supports that. We
have two slight changes: We just included that “aus der Nichtteilnahme darf Studierenden kein
Nachteil erwachsen“. Das ist eine Präzision der Forderung. Es ist wichtig die Prüfung abzulegen für

die Leistungspunkte um den Abschluss zum nächstmöglichen Zeitpunkt zu haben. Außerdem Bezug
auf Bafögregelungen. (Siehe Pad)
Aron novates the change of the application.
Voting on the application: 20 yes/0 no/0 abstentions
The application is accepted.
Point of order by Moritz Pleuse: Postpone the rest of the agenda.
Dulguun Shirchinbal: (Speaks against) We should talk about the Purple over Night application for the
Studentenwerk.
Moritz Pleuse takes back his point of order.

Top 7.2: Unterstützungsschreiben „Purple over Night” / Letter of support „Purple over
Night”
Voting on talking about that application: 19 yes/ 0 no/ 0 abstentions
We talk about that application.
Florian Rumprecht: Hoffe, ihr habt alle den Antrag gelesen. Einmal im Jahr gibt es eine
Gegenveranstaltung zum Herrentag mit Safe Space gegen durch die Gegend ziehende betrunkene
Männerbanden. Geplant ist buntes Programm für den ganzen Tag. Dies findet regelmäßig im Freiland
statt. Dieses Jahr ist allerdings nicht alles dort, da sie Geburtstag feiern. Deswegen ist dieses Jahr im
KuZe und Freiland etwas geplant. Wir haben mit entsprechenden Locations gesprochen. Unklare
Pandemielage, dessen sind wir uns bewusst. Wir stellen absichtlich den Maximalantrag, sind
optimistisch, dass die Veranstaltung stattfinden kann. Sind dabei, in Absprache mit KuZe, gutes
Konzept für Hybrid oder Digital zu entwickeln.
Sönke Beier: Nachfrage Soliküche: Wird es eine Refinanzierung des Einkaufspreises geben? Unter
den Einnahmen steht nix von Einnahmen Soliküche.
Katherina Kraft: Wir haben darüber diskutiert, es gab die Idee es zu refinanzieren, indem wir Wahl
lassen, was bezahlt werden könnte. Wir wollen, dass alle verpflegt werden können.
Sönke Beier: Würde das Geld, was eingenommen wird, an den Asta zurückgehen?
Dulguun Shirchinbal: Ergänzung: Vom Essen eingenommenes Geld kann auch gespendet werden, je
nach Absprache der Orga-Gruppe.
Sönke Beier: Der Finanzleitfaden sagt, Verpflegung muss refinanziert sein. Unfair FSRs gegenüber,
wenn das für FSRs gilt und für andere nicht. Klar kann eine Extrabox mit Spenden dastehen.
Katherina Kraft: Sind noch am Diskutieren. Erster Schritt ist es, den Finanzantrag zu stellen. Ich finde
es FSRs gegenüber unfair, vielleicht sollten wir lieber daran arbeiten, dass es FSRs erlaubt werden
sollte. Wir wollen, dass Familien dort essen bekommen können. Ist was anderes als eine
Weihnachtsfeier. Ich finde das im FSR-Finanzleitfaden unfair.
Sönke Beier: Ich finde, wenn es so drinsteht, dann sollte mit den Einnahmen geplant werden.
Solikasse finde ich in Ordnung. Wenn wir es ändern wollen, dann für alle, keine Ausnahme für nur
einen.
Katherina Kraft: Ja, das war die Idee der Solikasse. Wir haben damit gute Erfahrungen gemacht.

Voting on the application: 21 yes/0 no/0 abstentions
The application is accepted.
Tilman Kolbe: Können wir über den AK noch ohne Aussprache abstimmen?

Top 7.4: Arbeitskreis “Autonomes Referat für studentische Beschäftigte” / Working
Group "Autonomous Department for Student Employees“
Voting on talking about that application: 15 yes/ 0 no/ 0 abstentions
We talk about that application.
Voting on the application: 18 yes/0 no/0 abstentions
The application is accepted.

Top 8: Sonstiges // Other matters
Linus Beyer: Ich möchte daran erinnern, dass der AStA die genaue Aufteilung der
Aufwandsentschädigungen offenzulegen hat.
Jonathan Wiegers: Werden das gegebenenfalls nachreichen, müssen aber vorher im AStA
besprechen, wie wir das anstellen wollen. Wichtig ist, anzusprechen, dass es einen formalen Fehler
vom Präsidium im Protokoll gegeben hat. Wichtig, dass das allen klar ist.
Sitzungsende: 23:33 Uhr

